Communicated by Felix Browder, April 11, 1962 1. Symmetric invariants. Let F be a finite-dimensional vector space over JR. Each J£ V gives rise (by parallel translation) to a vector field on F which we consider as a differential operator d(X) on V. The mapping X-*d (X) extends to an isomorphism of the complex symmetric algebra S( V) over V onto the algebra of all differential operators on V with constant complex coefficients. Let G be a subgroup of the general linear group GL{V). Let I(V) denote the set of G-invariants in S(V) and let I+(V) denote the set of G-invariants without constant term. The group G acts on the dual space V* of V by
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-v), geG,vev,v*e n and we can consider S(V*), J(F*), J+(7*). An element pGS(V*) (a polynomial function on
Let V e denote the complexification of V. Suppose B is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on V e XV e . If X<EV C let X* denote the linear form F->B(X, Y) on V. The mapping X->X* extends to an isomorphism P-*P* of S(V) onto S(V*). If G leaves B invariant then J(IO* = I(F*).
We shall use the following notation: If E and F are linear subspaces of the associative algebra A then E F denotes the set of all sums J^ioifi, (eiGEJiGF). 
and Hi(V*) is the set of G-harmonic polynomials which vanish identically on NG.
For the case G = 0(n) it follows easily from Hubert's Nullstellensatz that#2(F*)=0. 3. Invariants of Weyl groups. Let u be an arbitrary semisimple Lie algebra over R whose adjoint group U is compact. Let 6 be an arbitrary involutive automorphism of u and let u = ï+p be the decomposition of u into eigenspaces of 0 for the eigenvalue +1 and -1 respectively. Let K denote the analytic subgroup of U corresponding to Ï. Let I)p be a maximal abelian subspace of p and extend ïfo to a maximal abelian subalgebra Ï) of u. The Weyl group of I) is defined as the group of linear transformations of Ï) induced by the set of elements in U which leave Ï) invariant ; the Weyl group of fy> is defined as the group of linear transformations of \)p induced by the set of elements in K which leave % invariant. Let these groups be denoted by WÇt)) and W(fy) and let /({)*) and I(t)*) denote the corresponding sets of invariant polynomial functions. It is known that W(fyp) can be described as the group of linear transformations of t)p induced by those members of WÇfj) which leave ffo invariant. Consequently, if the restriction to ^ of a function ƒ on t) is denoted by ƒ, the mapping ƒ-*ƒ maps I(ï)*) into I(tf). (iii) Let Q(ï)*) and Q(I)p*), respectively, denote the set of invariant rational functions on t) and ï)p. Under the restriction mapping ƒ->ƒ, Ç(ï)*) is mapped onto (?(ï)p*).
REMARKS. AS U and 0 are arbitrary, t+ip is the most general semisimple Lie algebra over R. Parts (i) and (ii) above therefore express a property which is shared by all classical simple Lie algebras over R, yet fails to hold for all simple Lie algebras over R. Part (i) is proved by verification using Cartan's classification [l] of the root structures of U and of the symmetric space U/K. Since the groups W(%) and W(tj) are finite groups generated by reflections, IÇt)*) and 2(ï)*) are polynomial rings, (Chevalley [4] ). The degrees of the generators can be readily determined from known facts. It is then found that if the space U/K is ft/F 4> E 7 /(E*XT) or E 8 /(E 7 XSU(2)), the ring ƒ($>*) contains a homogeneous element of degree 3, 4, and 6, respectively, which cannot be obtained from !({)*) by restriction. Part (iii) had been proved independently by Harish-Chandra. REMARKS. 1. The special case q = 0 (for which 0(p, q) is compact) was already proved by Hecke [6] and Cartan [3] .
2. If p=ly the denominator in (1) is compact and by use of a compact real form of the complexification of the Lie algebra of 0(1, q) this case can be reduced to the case 1. This procedure fails
